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Abstract 

 
Sociolinguistics is a large scope which studies language with reference to society. Our 

present research is concerned with the lexical variation that exists within language and even 

inside dialect. That phenomenon happens due to several reasons among them the social 

factors which are age, social class or ethnic origin, and gender, in addition to that the 

geographical origin which influences the way the speaker pronounces sounds, chooses the 

vocabulary.  Lexical variation leads to the change of language in general and dialect in 

particular. This work is set to describe lexical variation in Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic and 

seeks the differences in choosing words that exist between its ksours (villages) within the 

same speech community , our aim is to  analyze that sociolinguistic phenomenon in an 

attempt to show that within this small area which along 25km only is worth to be studied, the 

second aim of that dissertation is  to show the variability between MSA and ZKSA, the third 

aim is show the influence of other language varieties in Touat dialect in general and ZKSA in 

particular. 

 Before we tackle the field work of study, we introduced some linguistic key concepts 

which will occur along the study: language varieties, speech community, code switching and 

mixing, borrowing, language change and language variation in all levels of language, and 

lexical variation and its relation to diglossia, the second part of the research is devoted to the 

practical side of the study where we described the linguistic situation of Touat dialect, and 

then we discussed them separately in relation to lexical variation , we also referred to lexical 

variation between three different zones in Zaouit Kounta district i.e. villages or ksours 

(Tillouline, Anzegmir, and Zaouit Kounta the centre). In addition to that, we focus on 

differences between some neighboring ksours where the distance is so short which is limited 

between 2km and 4km.  
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General Introduction 

Languages vary from one place to another, from one social group to another, even 

from one situation to another. Sociolinguistics has contributed a lot to the study of language, 

and language variation which hasbecome one of the dominant subjects of study in its scope in 

recent years. William Labov studies of language focused on language variation in speech 

communities, he stated that “the linguists‟ aim in studying language variation is to find out 

how people talk when they are not observed systematically”(Bassiouney.  R2009:95). 

The researcher in the field of sociolinguistics is known as dialectologist who study 

language and all dialects, as Trudgill ( 1994-2001:02) stated that dialectologists  agreed that 

all dialects are linguistically equal and their interest is to describe different dialects , find 

differences between them, and explain how these differences happen. The difference that 

exists between dialects is positive. In our daily interactions we can notice the differences in 

using language among members of the same speech community, the social background, and 

the geographical origin play a role in establishing variation between groups. 

To describe and investigate the linguistic variation in Touat dialect Zaouit Kounta 

Spoken Arabic(ZKSA) and precisely the lexical level, we depended on several 

questionswhich are:  

Do all speakers of Touat speech community speak the same? 

Are there differences between the speeches of Zaouit Kounta ksour? 

If there are differences, are there any differences at the level of vocabulary? 

What is the relationship between Modern Spoken Arabic MSA or Classical Arabic CA and 

Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic? 

Are there any vocabularies in ZKSA which are no longer used in MSA? 

Is Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic influenced by other varieties or not? 

What is the most lending language to ZKSA? 

In which register, does ZKSA have more borrowings? 

Trying to answer these questions, we put forward the following hypotheses: 

 People living in different ksour of Zaouit Kounta district speak differently because 

when two persons from different ksour meet, they sometimes find difficulty in 

understanding each other especially at the level of lexicon in word choice i.e. in 

naming or describing things.    

 Some vocabularies in MSA have different meaning inZKSA, for example the verb 

[hawwada] in MSA, to make someone Judaism believer, is used to mean; go down. 
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  Some vocabularies in MSA have many variants in KZSA, for example, the verb 

[faala] in MSA, to do,is realized in ZKSA as follows [dr],[mal],[dam],and 

[swa].  

 Some vocabularies in ZKSA do not have equivalents in MSA, thus some equipment 

and tools are not named in MSA.  

 Some vocabularies in ZKSA are from „Classical Arabic‟; these vocabularies used in 

ZKSA are from CA but disappeared from MSA. 

 There are borrowings from different varieties in ZKSA. 

 The agricultural and home registers contain many borrowings from Zenete. 
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1.1 Introduction 

In the past the study of language was in the hands of comparative philologists who 

studied language historically, they saw language as a historical entity that needs to be studied 

and investigated chronologically; the linguists‟ main objective was to find similarities 

between languagesto reach the proto language. Sociolinguists agree that language cannot be 

studied away from society where it is used.The term dialectology was known as dialect 

geography, it was concerned with the rural dialects, while sociolinguisticsdeals with 

languages as well as rural and urban dialects. The researcher in the field of sociolinguistics 

may face different terminologies related to linguistics and linguistic variation which is one of 

its nowadays subjects. The latter describes the variation that exists within language internally, 

recent sociolinguistic studies focused on,first, the social variationwhich is the differences in 

the use of language that exist between different social groups in a given speech community, 

the second kind is regional variation which is the language variability that occurs between 

different regions.These regions are separated geographically from each other and belong to 

the same speech community, and use the same language variety. These variations can be 

studied in various levels of language. 

1.2 Language 

 Language is defined differently according to its users:  the poet defines it as an artistic 

medium, the philosopher considers it as a means of interpreting human life and experiences, 

sociologists see it as a way of communication. Language is correlated to the human life such 

as society, culture, psyche, mind …etc, each of these elements associated with language 

generates a branch in linguistics, for example, language with society creates the discipline of 

sociolinguistics. Edward Sapir (1921:07)seeslanguage as “purely human and non instinctive 

method of communicating ideas emotion and desires by means of a system of voluntarily 

produced symbols” Sapir shows that language is mainly a human product, itis used as a way 

of communicating ideas and expressing feelings. It is a system of symbols used firstly in a 

spoken form. Thus, language‟s main role is to preserve the human culture and transmitit from 

one generation to another. 
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1.2.1 Language variety 

Language variety is defined according to Crystal (1992) “is a system of linguistic 

expression whose use is governed by situational variable regional, occupational or social 

class”(76), it is used in a given speech community, and varies from one situation to another 

according to regions, as the case of Britain where the speakers of each area are identified by 

their variety.It is the neutral term used by sociolinguists to avoidthe misuse of terms and 

misunderstanding for the reader; whether the term used is meant for „a language‟ or „a 

dialect‟. Trudgill.(1990:05) used the term variety as a neutral term to apply to any kind of 

language.Therefore, we will use this term throughout our research paper; to mean the spoken 

language used in the region of Zaouit Kounta, which is the field of our study.  

1.2.2 Standard language 

Standard language is the variety that is considered as the standard language of a speech 

community, and the form used inmass media, newspapers, TV news and programs, books, 

and formal literature;it is also learnt at schools and supported by these institutions. In the case 

of Standard English; it is the variety which is taught to foreigners - non English speakers- as a 

second or foreign language. Besides,it is considered, according to some linguists like George 

Yule , as the correct English that needs to be conserved and kept pure(1985:180).In the case 

of Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic is considered the standard language of the Arab World. 

1.3 Accent 

Accent is a variety of language which differs from another one only in the 

pronunciation (Trudgill.1992: 22). When we listen to the speech of speakers, it is easy for us 

to identify their geographical background as well as their social background from their accent 

i.e. the way they pronouncethe words. In English language, there are various accents in which 

some sounds are pronounced differently; in some regions for instance the \ r \ is non-

prevocalic in England, it is pronounced in some regions and not pronounced in others. 

1.4 Dialect 

 Dialectis a variety of language which differs in vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar 

from the language: both dialect and language are mutually intelligible, it has evolved among 

the users of such variety when communicating with each others; dialect is used by the 
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speakers who share the same geographical area or social groupin communication and 

exchanging ideas(Fehnestock, J. 2011:81).Dialects of the same language differ from each 

othersimultaneously on at least three levels; pronunciation, grammar or syntax, and 

vocabulary. In the case of Arabic, there are many varieties of Arabic in the Arab World; each 

country has its own Arabic, for instance, Syrian Arabic, Egyptian Arabic, Saudian Arabic, 

Moroccan Arabic, Algerian Arabic …etc.Thus, British English and American English 

speakers can be consideredas using different dialects of English language. 

There are two kinds of dialects; the traditional dialect which is associated with old 

people in rural area of the country, and is gradually disappearing, it is linguistically different 

from the second kind, and even from the standard variety. On the other hand,the second kind 

is the new dialect which is known as mainstream dialect, it is the variety which is used by the 

majority of people particularly the young speakers of urban areas, and dialects of this kind are 

linguistically similar to each other and to the standard variety(Trudgill.1994:23) 

A dialect according to Scott Thornbury(2006:64) is a regional or social variety of a 

language which has some lexicons and grammar features different from those of language, 

and it is spoken with various accents.  

1.4.1.Dialect vs. accent  

The accent varies from the dialect at the pronunciation level, when the term accent is 

used in the most contexts; it is restricted to the description of the pronunciation aspects to 

identify the speakers‟ region and social class(Yule. 1985:181). Every speaker of a language 

uses an accent, and it is impossible to say that some speakers have the accent while others do 

not. The term accent is distinguished from dialect which deals with grammar, vocabulary and 

pronunciation as well. The speakers of the two varieties share a common grammar but they 

may differ in the pronunciation and the lexical level (Crystal. 1996:19).A dialect describes the 

three features of language: grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation whereas the term accent is 

restricted to the pronunciation aspect of speech. The dialect is a variety that may have various 

accents whereas the accent does not have various dialects (Thoronbury. 2006:64).  
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1.4.2. Regional dialect 

Regional dialect is the dialect which identifies the person‟s region i.e. where the 

person is from (Crystal. 2008:143)or which geographical area he belongs to,there are many 

researches in sociolinguistics are devoted to investigate the speech of people in a certain 

geographical area rather than another. Sociolinguists aimed at finding differences in speech 

among speakers of the same language variety living in different geographical regions, they 

focus on their researches at people who are non-mobile, older rural, and male speaker 

(NORM); these speakers were selected as such because it was believed that they were less 

influenced by the speech of the other regions. 

Sociolinguists tried to make surveys and maps to illustrate the variation between 

different areas.When someone travels throughout a long geographical area he notices the 

differences in pronunciation, the choice of words and also in syntax. The field of our 

researchis concernedwith variation at the lexical level. 

1.4.3Social dialect 

Social dialectis a variety of language identified by a social group and defined 

according to class, education, occupation, age, sex, and a number of other social aspects 

(Romaine. 2000:190). It is easy to recognize the person‟s social status from his speech ; the 

person who has been to school, isunlike uneducated one in his way of pronouncing words and 

also the choice of lexicons , the person with high statues speaks differently from those of low 

status; furthermore, the speakers tend to reveal their ethnicity and social class through their 

speech ,, the speech community of India is based on the caste system, there are differences 

between both categories, upper and lower classes,are clear and easy to recognize. The speech 

of the upper class is different from the speech of the lower class. The term social dialect can 

be used to describedifferences in speech associated with the social groups or 

classes(Wardhough. 2006:49).Therefore;it is used to identify the social status of the speaker. 

1.5 Dialect Boundary and Isoglosses 

The term isogloss was firstly introduced by the Latvian dialectologist 

Bielensteinin1892. The meteorological term „isotherm‟ is used to mean the line drawn 

between two locations with the same average temperature. The word isogloss literally means 

„equal language‟ which conveys the fact that the line drawn across a region will show two 
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areas in it which share some linguistic features, but they will disagree with each 

other(Chamber andTrudgill. 2004: 92).It is the geographicalboundary of a certain linguistic 

feature: the pronunciation of a certain sound, meaning of a word, or the use of some syntactic 

features which separate one speech variety from another, or any other linguistic feature. The 

line drawn to represent a boundary between two regions with regard to a certain linguistic 

feature is called an isogloss.  

According to Suzanne Romaine(2000:136) it is the boundary of any linguistic feature 

or set of features which separate varieties from each other. Most dialects are demarcated by a 

whole group of isoglosses which are overlapping. When a number of isoglosses bundle within 

the same geographical region for a different data these lines are „in bundles‟ as  Kachru ,B.B. 

stated “lines for different data can occur in the same place”(Masthrie. 2001:357). In this case; 

these isoglosses overlap and draw a solid line to indicate a dialect boundary between dialect A 

and dialect B; for instance as it is presented in the following figure: 

 

Figure 1 : Isoglosses Overlapping                            

Dialectologists represented isoglosses graphically in two different ways: the first way 

is done as follows; if speakers in a given region are found to differ in a particular linguistic 

features, some of them have the feature x; whereas, others have the feature y. Usually this 

situation is represented graphically by a single line that is drown between the locations of any 

two speakers using different features. The other way used by dialectologists to represent 

isoglosses: two lines are used; the first line is drawn to link the locations of speakers who 

share a given feature, and the second line is drawn to link speakers of the other feature; when 

those speakers are at the interface between the two regions, these two lines are sometimes 

called heteroglosses(Chambers, and Trudgill. 2004:89). 
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Poole, S.C.(2000:99)pointed that isoglosses are lines which represent “the point where 

one form loses its majority to another, where one form ceases to be spoken by as much as 

51percent of the people concerned”.For instance; to find differences that exist in the speech of 

those who live in different areas in the Upper Midwest of the United States, a survey about 

regional variation resulted in the linguistic Atlas of that area in which it is found that the 

majority of informants in one area say that;they take their groceries home in a paper bag, 

whereas the majority in the other area say that;they take their groceries in a paper sack; these 

two areas are separated by an isogloss (Yule, G. 1985). 

1.5.1Grading of isoglosses 

Some isoglosses and bundles are more significant than others in the sense that some 

mark distinctions to be culturally important while others do not have that importance. 

ChambersJ.K.and Trudgill(2004:98) categorized isoglosses according to the type of linguistic 

features as follows: 

 The lexical isoglosses: describe contrasts in the words which are used by different 

speakers to identify the same object as illustrated in the following examples; people of 

the northeastern region of North America use the terms „dutch cheese‟, whereas, 

people living in the American midland use the terms „cottage cheese‟ or „brose‟ in 

Scotland, and „gruel‟, and „oatmeal‟ in some parts of North England. 

 The pronounced isoglosses: describe contrasts in pronunciation of some words such as 

the case of North America where the word „greasy‟ is pronounced with [s] in the 

North and with [z] in the Midland and South. 

 In phonology there are two types of isoglosses: the phonetic isoglosses which describe 

contrasts in the phonetic output of two different regions, the other type is the 

phonemic isogloss in which some dialects differ in their phonemic inventories. 

 The grammatical isoglosses which are divided into two types: morphological 

isoglosses and syntactic isoglosses, which involve differences between regions in 

grammatical features and some aspects of sentence formation. 

1.5.2 Dialect continuum 

Dialect continuum is a chain of dialects of the same language variety, in which the 

speakers of one dialect understand speakers of the neighboringdialects; these dialects are 
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mutually intelligible and geographically linked. It can be viewed that regional variation exists 

along the dialect continuum having no sharp break from a region to the next one (Yule, G. 

1985:184). Dialect continuum generally occurs in dialects of the same language that are one 

next to the other and vary from one region to the other.There is a another type of continuum, 

it exists between related languages of neighboring countries exists in two sides of their 

political borders; as the case of regions which are at the borders between Holland and 

Germany where Dutch andGerman dialects are difficult to be identified(Yule. 1985:184). 

1.6 Dialectology 

Dialectology is a branch of linguistics known in the past as „dialect geography‟ or 

„linguistic geography, it studiesall forms of dialects. Traditional dialectology emerged in the 

late of 19 century, it was directed to the form of detailed surveys using questionnaires 

andrecently tape recorded interviews to collect data(Crystal D 2008:143). The traditional 

dialectologists were interested in studying rural dialects, they can get conservative data 

depending on the following criterion in collecting the data when studying dialects: non 

mobile, old, people, rural, and male   (NORMs). 

Modern dialectology developed with the researches of William Labov and his 

followers who considered the classical model of community as no longer being studied, 

especially in the urban societies where diversity results in linguistic variation. Dialectology 

has moved from studying variations within geographically distributed dialects to the analysis 

of linguistic features. 

1.6.1 Mutual intelligibility 

 In mutual intelligibility, it is useful to consider some dialects as dialects of a language. 

Thus, linguists use the criterion of mutual intelligibility to determine whether two dialects are 

of the same language or not. If speakers of the two dialects can converse fluently with one 

another, despite the fact that they consider themselves speak different varieties of the same 

language. Dialects can be considered as parts of a particular language.  Therefore, we can say 

that a dialect of a language such as Parisian dialect of French, the Yorkshire dialect of 

English, and the Bavarian dialect of German and so on. 

 The distinction between language and dialect is based on mutual intelligibility where a 

language is seen as “a speech variety that is spoken by everyone who understands it” whereas 
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dialect is considered as “a speech variety that is spoken by only some of those who 

understand it”(Poole. 2000:104). From this quotation we can draw a distinction between 

language and dialect; furthermore, it helps us to recognize, what is language in relation to the 

dialect, or are they similar to some extent? Thus, language is considered as a collection of 

mutually intelligible dialects, according to that definition dialect is a subpart of language and 

it provides a criterion for distinguishing one language from another (Chambers and Trudgill, 

2004:03). 

The people, who speak different varieties which are not mutually intelligible, are 

considered as speakers of different languages, for instance, French, English, and Arabic. This 

criterion is not sufficient to make the distinction between varieties;as in the case of the 

Scandinavian languages: Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish which are considered as different 

languages thoughthey are mutually intelligible. So this characterization of language and 

dialect is relative, and not entirely successful to differentiate between language and dialect. 

Speakers of these three languages can normally understand and communicate with one 

another with less difficulty (Chambers and Trudgill. 2004: 03). 

1.7 Diglossia 

 The term diglossia came with the American linguist Charles A Ferguson (1959) which 

describes the case where the standard language and its variety function as high and low 

respectively, for example, Modern Standard Arabic in the Arab countries plays the role of the 

high variety and Arabic dialects play the role of the low variety, the former is used in the 

formal situations such as TV and radio news and programs, religious preaches, and lectures 

(Trudgill.1992:25). Furthermore, High variety is learnt at a formal setting such as school. 

Whereas the latter is the low varietywhich is used in informal situations such as home, street, 

dailyconversations,and other contexts. 

Extended diglossia came with the sociolinguist Fishman who widened the application 

of diglossia to societal bilingualism by arguing that diglossia is connected with society that 

uses two languages or more for internal (intra- society) communication (Mu tong. 2009:11). 

Where two distinct languages play the role of high and low variety, i.e. one of the languages 

is considered as a high variety used in formal situations and learnt in school, while the other 

language is a low variety used in everyday speech and all in informal situations; as in the case 

of Nigeria where English is considered as a high variety and the language of prestige as 
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Trudgill pointed out that “English is functioning as a nation –wide prestige language which is 

learnt in school”(1992: 25). Whereas the local languages which are spoken in Nigeria, are 

treated as low varieties such as Hausa, this case is described as being a diglossic situation.   

1.8 Sociolinguistic Features of Language Interference 

1.8.1 Borrowings 

Borrowing is a sociolinguistic phenomenon which describes the case when a language 

takes lexicons from another language or dialect. David Crystal (1992) defined borrowing as 

“the process or result of adopting a linguistic form from another language or dialect” (p.14). 

Borrowing is described according to Issa. (2006) as “ collective and systematic transfer in 

bilingual speech, or inclusion of foreign loan words in a language” (p.85).The borrowed 

words are often phonologically and morphologically similar to the host language, after 

adopting the word it is then, adapted to the phonology and the morphology of the structure of 

the host language. A lexical borrowing is generally named loanword; examples of loans from 

French to English: restaurant, vis- à- vis, and loans from English to French: leweekend, le 

bifteck. Grammatical features are less borrowed as Crystal, D.(1992:14)stated that the 

grammatical constructions may also be borrowed. 

1.8.2 Code switching  

Code switchingis a phenomenon where the speaker uses two codes in his conversation 

simultaneously, this occurs in the speech of bilingual speakers who have two languages, the 

switching happens when the situation demands, from one language variety to 

another(Trudgill. 1990:186). Code switching is also defined as the use of two or more 

linguistic varieties in the same conversation including style changes within the sentence or 

between sentences. According to Crystal (1992:19) code switching is the situation where the 

speaker uses more than one language, dialect or variety during his conversation which 

depends on the nature of the audience, and also the subject matter and the situation in which 

the conversation takes place. 

1.8.3 Code mixing 

Code mixing is the transfer of linguistic elements from one language to another; it 

occurs in the speech of people who have two languages, those speakers mix between the 
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grammar of two languages; for instance, the speaker begins a sentence in a language and then 

he introduces words or grammatical features from another language,this occurs in bilingual 

speech of people in south-west USAwhere English and Spanish are mixed which resultin 

what is called Spanglish (Crystal 1992:19). Code mixing is also known as the change of one 

language to another within the same utterance or in the same oral /written text; it is well 

known in multilingual societies in which two or more than two language varieties are mixed 

in theirspeech. Some scholars use both code switching and code mixing interchangeably, 

especially in studies related to syntax and morphology and other aspects of language, other 

scholars use more specific definition of code mixing, these definitions can be different in 

several subfields of linguistics. 

1.9 Speech Community 

This term is widely used by linguists in order to identify communities in terms of their 

languages, also sociolinguistics focuses on the speech community in which not all speakers 

speak the same way, and there is no uniform language variety which characterizes the 

community(Coulmas,F.1998), for example English speech community includes American 

English and British English though its speakers use two different varieties.All users of a 

language know to which speech community they belong,some speech communities may cross 

political boundaries (Masthrie 1995: 105); for instance, for the Arabic speech communities 

where Arabic is spoken in allthe countries of the Arab world in Asia and Africa; another 

example is English speech community which includes many countries from different parts of 

the world; in addition to British, the USA, and Australia, there are many other countries in 

which English is the official language as in some south African countries. According to 

Labov speech community “is a locus in which speakers agree on the social meaning and 

evaluations of the variants used, and of course it incorporates variability in language 

use”(Coulmas 1998). 

1.10 Language change and language variation 

Language change happens to language throughout a long time; it may take centuries, it 

is a normal process in language history that can happen at any time as Crystal. 1996 stated: 

“language change is inevitable and rarely predictable”(p. 05) the main reason for language 

change is the cultural transition in society ; languages do not develop or decay but change as 

the society changes (Crystal.1996:05), due to historical,political, and social changes and 
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scientific development in society new words enter the vocabulary of the language of that 

society. 

The traditional view of language change is the structural consequences i.e. it happens 

over time.Some sounds in languages change over time; they may split into two sounds or 

disappear at a given stage; this is known as sound change. Wardhaugh (2006) stated: “a 

distinction between two sounds may be lost in a language” (191), this type of change happens 

at the level of sound where two sounds meet and become one sound; this is called 

phonological change. It happens also at the morphological and syntactic level, these changes 

are known as the internal changes of language, and the other kind of change is called the 

external change which comes with borrowings from other dialects and languages. Recent 

studies about language change are made by historical linguists and sociolinguists, in which all 

aspects of language are studied and involved but, in practice, pronunciation and vocabulary 

are the most considerable study because of their frequency (Crystal.1992:216) 

 Language variation differs from language change in the methods and approaches of 

study; the latter studies the historical background of the language whereas the former is the 

concern of dialectologists who have different methods to investigate language variation 

among: questionnaire, elicitation, recording, and interviewing. It is the difference that exists 

within a language and its varieties; the variation is either social or geographic, it happens at 

all the levels of language; the phonological, morphological, the lexical, and the syntactic 

level. 

1.11 Factors of language variation and change 

There are many and complex factors which are involved in the differences between 

varieties of language and within the language itself among are the followings :(Auer, Frans, 

and Kerswill 2005: 287) 

-The physiological constitution of our speech organs; people have the same speech organs, 

but their speech seems different in terms of pronunciation.  

-The mental capacities of our brain are different and variable; people do not have the same 

mental ability, but differ. 
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-The structure of the linguistic varieties differs in the structure of their utterances; the 

speakers do not use the same sentences, but each one uses an utterance for the same meaning, 

i.e. many possibilities of structures for one meaning. 

-The linguistic context of particular variables changes, the use of any variable is due to its 

context; whenever the context changes the variable changes too. 

-The social embedding of variation 

-The social evaluation of variants and varieties. 

 There are objective and subjective factors of language variation: the objective factors 

find situations where the same objective factor holds in order to see if the same kind of 

change occurs in language. Researchers tend to look for natural changes to be explained in 

terms of physiological, auditory or mental factors, but “naturalness cannot explain everything. 

Hence the researcher can look at similar social development in different speech communities 

and investigates if the language develops as society does. In Norway and Denmark witness 

different ways of development in1900s which resulted in the loss of traditional dialects of 

Denmark only, though both counties went through similar processes of urbanization and 

similar patterns of geographical and social mobility. The second type of factors is the 

subjective one which relates the subjective factors to the linguistic change to test their 

explanatory power. The reference to subjective factors in sociolinguistics is in terms of 

identities and attitudes(Auer, Hinskens, and Kerswill. 2005:289). 

Linguistic variation can occur as a result of some additional factors such as the 

historical movement and or people, who settled the area at a given period of time, and also the 

movement of people from one region to another, these factors lead to linguistic borders 

between territories as Masthrie stated “many linguistic divisions reflect historical settlement 

patterns and population movements”(2001:159) 

1.12 Definition of Linguistic variation 

 Linguistic variation is the different ways of using the same language by different 

speakers, variation helps to differentiate individuals, groups of society, community, “Edward 

Sapirremarked that everyone knows that language is variable” (Coulmas.1998:33).Variation 

in any language starts from the smallest unit which is the sound to the structure of the 

sentence.  
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Tagliamonte (2006:10) pointed out that it occurs at every level of grammar in a 

language; in any variety of language, style, register, dialect, and even in the same discourse. 

The variation happens at the phonological morphological, syntactic levels. Storch. (2011:203) 

gave an explanation to the phenomenon in details, she argued that language variation does not 

occur arbitrarily , it is necessary and has functions in the use of language; the following 

quotation illustrates the phenomenon: 

        “Linguistic variation is apprehended, not as consequence of behavior 

which has undergone change in sociolinguistic functionalization, but 

rather as a normal manifestation of language on the area of variability 

which is one of its inherent components, indispensable to its use and 

constitution….Variation is no longer essentially arbitrary and 

circumstantially functionalized, but necessary and functional in the use 

of language.”Storch (2011:203) 

The study of language variation is one of the most expending subfields of linguistics 

and an important part of sociolinguistics. The recent subjects of dialectology are mainly on 

language variation and some researchers like Labov, Crystal, Trudgill tackled and discussed 

that sociolinguistic phenomenon from different aspects and dimensions. 

1.12.1 Regional variation 

Regional variation is the differences that exists between regions of the same speech 

community in the use of language variety , it is known as dialect geography in which varieties 

differentiate as speakers distance themselves from each other over time and space 

(Wardhaugh 2006:136).There are social barriers which differentiate social groups, similarly, 

there are also geographical barriers contribute in the spread of some linguistic features. 

Regional variation is the study of regional dialects and the varieties of languages that are 

spoken in different areas. The geographical origin can affect our speech to the extent that it 

may give an answer to the question where are you from? (Crystal. 1996:364), ; as an 

example,in British and American Englishvarieties time and distance are factors of variation 

both varieties or dialects are separated by a large geographical distance which is the Atlantic 

Ocean, and by over two centuries of political independence (Wardhaugh 2006:136), in the 

case of African American speakers who are known by using double negation in their speech 

for example: „do not nobody want no tea‟. Regional variation exists widely in non standard 

varieties; there are many possibilities in non standard varieties of English: 

He‟s a man who likes his beer.  
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He‟s a man that likes his beer. 

He‟s a man at likes his beer. 

He‟s a man as likes his beer. (Trudgill 1992:29-30) 

1.12.2 Social variation 

          There are social factors such as sex, age, social class, education which influence the 

variety used by speakers of a speech community, where each social group is identified with 

his own way of using language variety which is different from that of another in terms of the 

choice of words, pronunciation, morphology, and even the structure of utterances (sentences). 

Language varies socially from one speech community to another, from one social class to 

another. William Labov in his studies investigated New York City speech community, where 

he proved in this study that the speakers of the highest social class use the standard dialect of 

English whereas people of the lowest class use the most localized dialect of English (Trudgill 

1992:29). It is different from the Standard English in grammar, for instance, the speaker A 

and speaker B are from different social groups who use different varieties: 

A: he is a man who likes his beer.    

B: he‟s a man likes his beer. 

     From these examples, the speaker A variety is more standard than that of speaker B; their 

speech reflects their social background. (Trudgill 1992:29)  

1.13 Levels of Linguistic variation 

Variation exists within language and its varieties at all its levels. It occurs in some linguistic 

features; it can be “a pronunciation of a consonant or a vowel, a certain lexical choice or the use 

of some syntactic construction” (Pereltsvaig.2012:06). Thus, linguistic variation happens at the 

pronunciation level in which some sounds are realized differently among the users of language, 

or in choosing a certain word rather than another in the speech of people of the same speech 

community.This variation may happen in different: phonological, lexical, and grammatical levels 

due to the following factors(Filppula, Klemola, Palander, and Penttila 2005:75): 

- The original differences between two different dialects. 
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- Different results of autochthonous developments in speakers‟ dialects. 

- Dialect mixing and its results in speech. 

- The influence of the surrounding dialects and languages varieties 

1.13.1 Phonetic variation 

        Phonetic variation is the variation that happens at the phonetic level; the different 

pronunciations of the same sound in the words by different speakers of the same language 

variety, these differences does not accede the pronunciation only, the meaning is the same; as 

the case of Upper Mid West of the United States of America speech, where there are 

differences between the Northern dialect areas which includes Minnesota, North Dakota, most 

of South Dakota and Northern Iowa , and the Midland dialect including the rest of Iowa and 

Nebraska ; for example , the word greasy is pronounced in the Northern dialect as [grisi] with 

voiceless fricative /s/, whereas the midland dialect it is pronounced as [grizi] with the voiced 

fricative /z/(Yule, G. 1985:184).The following table illustrates such variation in English:  

The word Northern dialect Midland dialect 

Greasy  

Roof 

Taught 

Creek 

[grisi] 

[rʊf] 

[tt] 

[krιk] 

[grizi] 

[ruf] 

[tat] 

[krik] 

Table1.1: Phonetic Variation in Upper Midwest of USA 

       The same happens between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and its varieties, for instance 

there are differences between MSA and Algerian Arabic (AA) as illustrated in the following 

examples: 

MSA AA English 

[qala] 

[akala] 

[ajna] 

[gal] 

[kal] 

[win] 

He said 

He ate 

Where 

Table1.2: phonetic Variation between MSA and AA 
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Some words have the same form and the same meaning, but differ in pronunciation. 

As an example for that the word [ddhab] in ZKSA for [aahab] in MSA „gold‟, and also the verb 

[tzawwaz]in ZKSA for [tazawwaa] in MSA „he got married‟ ; we find that  [], and [] in MSA are 

replaced in ZKSA as [d], and [z] respectively this happens in some cases, whereas, we find some cases 

where [] is replaced or substituted by [z] as in the following examples; [awq] in MSA for „taste‟ is 

pronounced by people of ZK as [zawq], and [anb]in MSA for „sin‟ . 

1.13.2 The phonological variation 

        Phonological variation is the differences that happens at the pronunciation of the 

phoneme this occurs in the Standard American English where some consonants are 

considered as weak syllables such as [r] in the word particular, whereas in African American 

English r is pronounced as\pof˄ser\ the [r] phoneme is dropped out in the first syllable. 

Moreover, Southern American English speakers have tendency to pronounce two part vowels 

(diphthong) as a single vowel in words like „mine‟[main] becomes (mahne), „mile‟ [mail] 

becomes (mahl),and „bide‟ [baid] becomes (bahd).Another phonological feature occurs in 

SAE such as the pen and pin merger where both words sound alike (Wolfram. and Ward 

2006:20-39) 

        The same variation happens between Algerian Arabic AA variety and Modern Standard 

Arabic MSA where some phonemes are substituted by others in some cases in theAlgerian 

speech, as it is shown in the table below: 

  MSA AA English 

[baqaratun] 

[ibun] 

[qatala] 

[qala] 

[bagra] 

[dib] 

[ktal] 

[gal] 

Cow 

Wolf 

He kills 

He said 

 

Table1.3: Phonological Variation between MSA and AA 

1.13.3The morphological variation 

Morphological variation is the differences that happens at the level of morphemes, it occurs in 

the grammar of different varieties of the language; in the case of English, in the North of 
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England and South of Wales, the [s]of the present tense is used with all personal pronouns, 

while in Standard English [s] occurs in only he, she, and it, as it is illustrated in the following 

examples: 

-I respects him a lot.   (North of England and South of Wales dialect) 

Whereas in Standard English: 

-I respect him a lot. 

-He\she respects him a lot. 

This also appears in the speech of Scottish and Appalachian who add   -s to sentences such as 

thedogs walks and the people goes(Wolfram. and Ward.2006:19). In Modern Standard Arabic 

many morphemes are dropped out or disappear in the use of some varieties of Arabic as the 

case Algerian Arabic where the morpheme which indicates the plural form disappears : 

In MSA [hom jaktubu:na doru:sahom] they write their lessons. 

In AA [jekatbu dorushom] 

In this example [jaktubu:na] in MSA becomes [jekatbu] in AA i.e. the morpheme[u:na] 

disappears in AA variety.  

1.13.4 The Syntactic Variation 

           Syntactic variation is the differences which occur between dialects and varieties of a 

language in the grammatical features, according  to George Yule, G. (1985) “dialect 

variations in the meaning of grammatical constructions are less frequently documented” 

(p.181) in the case of English language there are differences between its varieties in the use of 

some syntactic features, as in the South American English which is different from other 

English varieties in some grammatical features; for instance  „done‟ is used as an auxiliary; 

for example: he „done just leave‟, in addition to that „you all or y‟all‟ is recognized as a 

southern second personal pronoun stands for „you‟ , another grammatical distinction 

characterizes the speech Southern American people which is the use of double models or 

more than one model in a sentence(Walfram and Ward 2006 :13) 

-I might could leave work early today (Southern American dialect) 
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-I might be able to leave work early today (English RP) 

There are differences between the syntax of MSA and its dialects and all its varieties like 

A.A. as it is illustrated in the following examples in the table below: 

MSA AA English 

[lamaktub adarsaalyauma] 

[ilaeinaanti  

ðæhɪbatun] 

 

[ma ktebʃ ɖars lyaum] 

[wɪn rakɪ mæʆɪja] 

I did not write the lesson 

today. 

Where are you going? 

Table1.4: Syntactic Variation between MSA and A.A 

1.13.5 Lexical Variation 

          Lexical variation is the differences that happens at the lexical level; the choice of 

word.The speakers of a given variety use different lexicons to the same meaning, or different 

meaning for the only one lexicon, and this varies from one variety to another i.e. the use of 

word differs from one language variety to another and from one social group to another taking 

into account, socioeconomic background, the age, gender, and education of the speaker of the 

language. As an example of English, the Northern dialect in US Upper Midwest speakers 

prefer to take their groceries home in paper bag whereas the Southerners prefer to use the 

word paper sack (Yule. 1985:184), Labov found the following results as shown in the 

following table: 

Northern Dialect Midland Dialect 

Paper bag 

Pail 

Kerosene 

Get sick 

Slippery                                                                

Paper sack 

Bucket 

Coal oil 

Take sick 

Slick 

Table1.5: Lexical Variation in US Upper Midwest English  

Lexical variation in Arabic occurs between Modern Standard Arabic MSA and its 

varieties, there are differences in the choice of words in naming objects, selection of verbs, 

and description of things. Algerian Arabic varies from Modern Standard Arabic in so many 
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lexicons, as it is shown in the following table where we listed some examples to illustrate the 

phenomenon: 

MSA AA English  

[ala:n] 

[awila] 

[nafia] 

[itaqa] 

[darka] 

[abla] 

[aqa] 

[twaa] 

Now 

a table 

a window 

he missed 

 

Table1.6: Lexical Variation between MSA and  AA 

1.13.5.1 Lexical Variation and Diglossia 

Diglossia is an important aspect of language variation in general and lexical variation 

in particular. It concerns the differences that exist between both the high variety and the low 

variety in the speech of any diglossic speech community. The element which represents the 

main feature of diglossia is the function of the High and Low varieties. High variety is used in 

political speeches, university lectures, formal letters, and news broadcasts. Whereas the Low 

variety is used between family members, and friends, daily conversation, radio and folk 

literature. (Trudgill 1995:98) 

  The differences in language variety are vocabulary ones between both varieties of the same 

language, there is a considerable pair of words which refer to common objects or concepts, 

generally the meaning is the same. But only the use of the item can indicate which variety is used 

in terms of form, use, and meaning (Trudgill 1995:99). On one hand, the vocabulary of (H) is rich 

in some domains, particularly scientific technical words and formal expressions, which have no 

equivalents in (L). On the other hand, we may find that (L) has many words and popular 

expressions, which do not have equivalents in (H), for example in Algerian Arabic:  

High  Low  Meaning in English  

[araa] 

[sikkin] 

[na :fia] 

[kis] 

[zagga] 

[mus] 

[aqa] 

[zgiba] 

He shouted 

Knife 

Window 

A bag 

 

Table1.7: H and L in Algerian Arabic 
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1.13.5.2Lexical Variation in Dialects 

Dialectologists agreed that all dialects are linguistically equal , and their main interest 

is to describe different dialects , find differences between them, and explain how these 

differences happen (Trudgill  1994:02). Dialects of the same language differ from each other 

in pronunciation, phonology, sometimes syntax, and even in the choice of words which is 

widespread among varieties.  Peter Trudgill (1994) discussed the variation between the 

German dialects in the use of some words: the term „grundbirne’ for potato;it is literally 

„ground pear‟, it is used in an area in between the areas with „erdbirne‟ earth pear, „erdapfel‟ , 

earth apple respectively. Another example is taken from British English where the terms take 

away is used in central and south of Britain, whereas northern speakers say „carryout‟ 

,whereas, the intermediate speakers of the country say „take out‟, which is also used in the 

southern part of northern England (Auer, Hinskens and Kerswill 2005:10). In Arabic, there 

are many dialectswhere we notice the differences that exist between them at all level of 

language; phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic, and even the semantic level. The 

lexical variation is more noticeable between varieties of Algerian Arabic and also MSA. 

Many words in L variety are found in H variety MSA but differ in forms, use, and sometimes 

meaning between both varieties. The following table illustrates the case in details: (Jafar 

Jabbari 2012:30) 

AA Egyptian Arabic  English 

[rijja] 

[dal] 

[zina] 

[bazzaf] 

[win] 

[adwa] 

[waqta] 

[wi] 

[galas] 

[u] 

[gamila] 

[kti:r] 

[fin] 

[bukra] 

[imti:] 

[kwajis] 

 

He sits 

He enters 

Beautiful 

Lot of  

Where 

The morning 

When 

Few 

Table1.8: Examples of Lexical Variation between Algerian and Egyptian Arabic   
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1.14 Conclusion 

Language is not stable; it changes through time and varies in the way it is used from 

one speaker to another, from one region to another, and from one speech community to 

another. These elements make linguistic variability between the speeches of people of the 

same language variety either in pronunciation, the choice of lexicons, or the linguistic 

structure of sentences. Lexical variation is one of the noticeable variations that can happen to 

any language. In this chapter we tackled the theoretical part of our research in which the basic 

terms of the phenomenon are defined such as language varieties, borrowing, code switching / 

mixing, diglossia, and speech community. In addition to that the clarification of the 

phenomenon and its different levels, and the relationship between lexical variation and 

diglossia in dialects are elements tackled in that chapter. 
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2.1 Introduction  

The study of dialect is one of the recent researches in the field of sociolinguistics, 

since Zaouit Kounta belongs to the Touat region; it is a variety of the Touat dialect which is 

known as Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic. This region is considered as a diaglossic speech 

community where the mentioned above variety (ZKSA) functions as a low variety(L) whereas 

MSA/CA function as a high variety (H) which is used in school, mosque, some radio 

programs and news.  

It is noticeable that the speech and daily conversation of Zaouit Kounta people is full 

of vocabularies from MSA. Thus, we made a comparison between MSA and ZKSA to show 

thedifferences that exist in form, use, and meaning. Lexical variation is a sociolinguistic 

phenomenon which occurs in speech communities in languages between dialects or even 

within dialects, the variation may occur according to some social factors such as age, gender 

ethnicity, and the social belonging , it also occurs according to the geographical origin, from 

where the speaker is . In this chapter we investigate the distinctions that exist between some 

ksour of Zaouit Kounta, in the choice of verbs, adjectives, and nouns. We also deal with 

borrowings which are the results of language contact and influence; the lending languages are 

Zenete, MSA/CA at the first position, French, and other languages such as Spanish, Turkish. 

2.2 Touat Speech Community 

 Touat speech community is a homogenous society composed of different tribes from 

different origins; these people come to this land throughout long period of time, since the era 

before the coming of Islam in AD 666. The historian Mohamed ben AbdelkarimTmantiti 

stated that Touat region was settled first by Berber tribes particularly Zenete , therefore, most 

Touat ksour are named in Zenete (Bakri 2005:17). They built villages and planted palm trees 

and made foggaras in order to irrigate land (Faradj 2007:45). 

  People of Touat are from three origins Berber (Zenete), Arabs, and slaves. Islam has 

contributed a lot to unite its members in a homogenous speech community having the same 

traditions and customs. Touat is the area from Tabalkouza to Zwa foggara (Bakri, A 

.2005:16). Zaouit Kounta is situated in the middle of Touat, where Kounta tribe settles first, in 

the seventh century AH, this tribe is the second Arabs who come to Touat after Arab 

Elmaaqal(Bakri, A .2005:18).  Arabic is the spoken variety in that region.  
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2.3 Geographical Boundaries of Zaouit Kounta District 

Zaouit Kounta district is composed of two municipalities; Zaouit Kounta and 

Inzegmir. It is bordered from the north by Tamest, andfrom the south by Sali, Tindouf from 

the west (Oum Laasal municipality), and Aoulef from the east (Timmegtan municipality). 

2.4 Research Instrument and Data Collection 

 In our research we adapted the corpus study which depended on collecting data from   

some books by sociolinguists from the region, and those who are interested in studying 

Touathistory and dialect such as Ahmed Djaafri
1
, and Fradj Mahmoud Faradj

2
, 

BachirBouhania
3
, AbdelhamidBakri

4
 and others.The chief source of collecting data was 

spoken which is mainly recordings and interviews,it is the basic method we depended our 

research on. 

In our research we used the qualitative and quantitative methods in collecting data. We 

recorded conversations of people in public places such as the bus, in weddings, in ziyarat( a 

yearly celebration that happens in Touat villages where many people meet ) and street, when 

they are engaged in speech. Sometimes,we engaged our informants in speaking about their 

experiences in childhood and early traditions and customs; our aim in that is to get the exact 

use of language since we know that human beings tend to change their behavior when they 

are observed; the same happens to language; people tend to modify their speech. The 

informants we based our research on are about 42 participants from different ages, from both 

sexes, and from different villages (ksours of ZK). 

We selected   randomly the participants;they are divided as follows10 participants 

from ZK centrewho are males and females, young and old, 06participants from Inzegmir,  10 

participants from Tillouline , 06 participants from Tittawine, 04 participants from 

Tidmayen,02 participants from Bouali,02participants from Azwa, and 02participants from 

Zaglou. We asked friends to carry on the research with us by giving them questions and some 

vocabularies to ask their families, relatives, friends, and neighboursabout the meaning and 

use; the students were from different villages of ZK. Moreover, we are native speaker of the 

dialect variety which facilitates selecting data from our village; we could notice the difference 

easily, Interviewing is one of the techniques we used in its two types the formal and the 

informal one. The formal interview is utilized with old people from the region who helped a 

                                                 
1Dr.AhmedDjaafria researcher and lecturer in Adraruniversity,interested in Touat literature and its dialect. 
2Faradj Mahmoud Faradj: is a researcher interested in Touat history 
3Dr.BachirBouhania: a sociolinguist , and lecturer in Adrar university in the department of English  
4Abdelhamid Bakri: a researcher in the history of Touat from the school of Bakri 
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lot during the research; especially in the field of agriculture in seeking the terminology related 

to the field as the Foggara
5
,in this point we interviewed only old males who used to work in 

foggara, whereas, old women were interviewed to seek knowledge about traditional meals, , 

home instruments, the names of some herbs used to treat some sicknesses. We also used the 

informal interviews with younger speakers of the region especially students in university, 

whenever we realized any differences in the choice of words.We recorded the speech of 

people in public places such as the bus, in[tagsirat] of males when they meet to drink tea, in 

wedding, and other celebrations which happen occasionally, it helped a lot in doing the 

research.  

2.5 The Linguistic Situation of Touat 

Touat dialect as any variety is full of several linguistic concepts, since it is a diglossic 

speech community and part of the  Algerian country which had been under the French 

colonial for a long period of time, in addition to that Touat was first settled by Zenete tribe 

and then the coming of Islamto the region in 666A.D(Abdelhamid, B. 2005:17); these events 

allowed the existence of Arabic and Zenete varieties in the region and lead to the emergence 

of some sociolinguistic features, among them we have; diglossia, and both code switching and 

mixing. People of Touat i.e. those who live in villages, speak in a different way. Each village 

has terms that are used in a given context.  

Accordingly, old people are groups of speakers who have some terms which are less 

used by younger generation especially the lexicon related to farmers, cocking and homewhich 

is different from that of nowadays lexicons. Those people carry different terms, which are 

totally different from those of the young generation. People from other parts of Algeria can 

easily recognize speakers who come from Touat. Though the language varieties (that of Touat 

and that of the other Algerian Arabics) are mutually intelligible, still there are some 

differences between them; especially at the lexical level where variations are easily noticeable 

in the speech of Algerian speech community.  

Within each Baladiya there are small villages called ksour (ksar or gsar). Each ksar 

has a given or a special way of talkingi.e. an accent, and are easily recognized by people of 

the other ksours though they belong to the same Touat speech community. This indicates the 

amount of varieties that exist in that society.  

   In this speech community we find almost three kinds of speakers. The first kind 

represents old people who are seen as the true speakers of Touat dialect, they use traditional 

                                                 
5Foggara : is a traditional system used for irrigation in Touat. 
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and old termsin their speech which is full of Zenete and French borrowings. The second kind 

of people carry new words mainly French loans, and can adopt other Arabic variety with their 

own way of pronunciations, i.e. when someone gets involved or contacts other places out of 

his/her living place, he may change the pronunciation of some words and even bring a new 

item from the new place to his own linguistic repertoire. The third kind is that of the young 

generation speakers, those who are flexible to adopt new items to their speech. They borrow 

words from other varieties such as French and English or other languages. The Young 

generation imitates actor or actress, singer, football player…etc, especially if they were 

studying or have a background about these foreign languages. Their speech is full of 

borrowings and mixings of language varieties. 

A widening vocabulary depends on the speakers own identification of different terms and also 

context where they use these words. Sometimes, there is no borrowing or mixing; it is just a 

different realizationof the same term. For example, the phrase „shut the door‟ is said, in Z.K, 

in two ways: [ballaɁ lbab] and [sᴂkkar l bab]; [ballaɁ], [sᴂkkar] are variant realizations of the 

word „shut’. 

2.6 Touat Dialect 

Touat dialect is the dialect used by people of Twat who are a mixture of different 

origins, and tribes from Arabs, Zenetes, Twareg and others. Touat has different meanings, 

there are many interpretations for the term, but the most acceptable and frequently used one is 

that the term Touat is Arabic origin and comes from [wata]and [juwati] „he suits‟ and added 

the prefix [ta] is added to the verbwhich means in Berbervariety „place‟  „the suitable place‟ 

But Arabic vocabularies are dominating in Touat dialect than other varieties, thus, it is 

considered as Arabic variety and both of them are mutually intelligible. Furthermore, some 

terms from Classical Arabic are used in Touat dialect which disappeared from Modern 

Standard Arabic ( Djaafri A.2013:13.v1). 

2.7 Diglossia and Lexical Variation in ZKSA 

 Modern Standard Arabic (M.S.A) is considered as the official language of some 

Arabic countries. It is not the only source of linguistic prestige, and virtually in each Arabic 

speech community but, it is the superposed variety which functions as a high variety whereas  

the regional dialects function as low varieties (Ferguson1959:234). There is a dominant 

Hvariety which has a noticeable influence on the other variety that has lower-status; it 

represents an L variety in the diaglossic speech community. However, this influence may 

happen due to an important factor like the socioeconomic dominance of the city over the 
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country side, or the influence of a ruling political group. The dialect of these entities becomes 

a symbol of their power and exercises a certain influence.  

 Le Page argued that varieties of Arabic: Classical Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic 

and the national dialects of Arabic such as Tunisian,Moroccan,Egyptian dialects arefocused 

and studied. They are focused though they are variable, but the expense of this variability is 

predictable and limited(Walters, K.2003:04).Speakers of some Arabic varieties may accept 

some items from MSA into their local varieties.  

Diglossia results in different linguistic aspects; one of these aspects is lexical variation.It 

concerns the differences that exist between the two varieties of a speech community (Trudgill  

1995: 99). These differences occur in form, use, and meaning.On one hand, the vocabulary of 

(H) is rich in some domains, particularly scientific technical words and formal expressions, 

which have no equivalents in (L). On the other hand, we may find that (L) has many words 

and popular expressions, which do not have equivalents in (H) as Furguson1959:242) 

explained:  

“Since the subjects involved are rarely if ever discussed in pure L. Also, 

it is not surprising that the L varieties should include in their lexicons popular 

expressions and names of very homely objects and objects of much localized 

distribution which have no regular H.The bulk of vocabulary in H and L is shared 

of course with variation in form and with differences in use and form. It is highly 

surprising, however, that H should include in its total lexicon technical terms and 

learned expressions which have no regular L equivalents, since the subjects 

involved are rarely if ever discussed in pure H”. 

 

   In Zaouit Konta spoken Arabic, there are many words which are different from 

MSA vocabularies in terms of the form and also sometimes the meaning ; the table below 

shows that linguistic phenomenon: 

 

ZKSA MSA English 

[ngad] [astai:] I can  

[rfd] [aaa] He took 

[ktb] [kataba] He wrote 

[ame] [almasdid] The mosque  

[balla] [alaqa] He closed 

[ktal] [qatala] He killed 

[jaser] [kai:ran] a lot 

Table2.1: The variation of High and Low Varieties in ZKSA 
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2.8 Lexical Variation in Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic 

           All languages change over time and vary according to place and social surrounding 

.Once society starts changing, language changes too.These changes could be in terms of, 

form, use, and meaningthis makes variation between the surrounding areas. In Zaouit Kounta 

district, the distance between its villages (ksour) is not so far, even though, the speech of 

people differs from one ksar to another. Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic is a variety of 

Arabicwhich is mutually intelligible with MSA,as compared to MSA and CA; there are 

noticeable differences between the two.The lexicallevel is flexible and accepting new 

wordseasily from other languages (Bouhania 2007:191), as in the case of ZKSA which is full 

of many items from several varieties that are now considered as Touat vocabularies. 

2.8.1 Lexical Variation between MSA and ZKSA in Form 

         Lexical variation between MSA and ZKSA in the form refers to words in ZKSAwhich 

have the same meaning in MSA, but different forms in the two different varieties.The 

following table shows the difference that exists between Modern Standard Arabic (M.S.A) 

and ZaouitKonta Spoken Arabic (Z.K.S.A). 

ZKSA MSA English 

[ajja] [araa] he shouted  

[zra] [alqam] wheat  

[li] [alkuskus] a kind of food made from 

flour   

[gda] [anija] a big palate 

[marfa] [milaqa] a spoon 

[asi] [birun] a well 

[aje] [ia:fi] an extra 

[lu] [a] Put 

 

Table 2.2: Lexical Variation between MSA and  ZKSA in Form 
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From this table, we notice that there are words in ZaouitKounta Spoken Arabic and 

Modern Standard Arabic which has the same meaning but different forms. In addition to that, 

some words in M.S.A and ZKSA differ in terms of replacing some phonemes by others as in 

Z.K.S.A   [dib]for the word[ibun] in M.S.A „ wolf ‟ 

2.8.2 Lexical Variation between MSA and ZKSAin Use and Meaning 

        It means words which may have the same form but different meaning in both the high       

variety (M.S.A) and the low one (Z.K.S.A) as it is shown in the table below: 

 

Meaning in English   ZKSA MSA Meaning in English  

Fill in  [a] [aija] Fear 

An occasion  [fila] [faila] Good morality 

Go down [hawwad] [hawada] To become a jeuish 

A window [aqa] [aqa] Energy 

Died [af] [af] Dry 

To run [jarrek] [juarik] To move something 

Keep something 

elsewhere; to hide 

[ra] [araa] To minimize  

Table2.3: Lexical Variation in use and meaning between MSA and ZKSA 

From this table we see that there are many words in ZKSA which have the same form of 

MSA, but the meaning is different. For example the word [sawa] in ZKSA means „he repaired 

something‟ whereas this word [sawa] in MSA means „to make things equal‟; so, the meaning 

is different in both varieties. 

2.8.3 Polysemyin ZKSA 

 There are some words in ZKSA which have more than one meaning, these words are 

known as polysemy,and wetreat them as follows: the first meaning we consider it as the 

He brings [jib] [juib] he answers 

The tea pot [brrad] [brrad] The refrigerator  

To walk quickly [sajjar] [sajjara] To manage 

To repair [jsawi ] [jusawi] Equal 

A crazy person [maru] [maru] A cone in math 
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original meaning, and the second meaning which we consider as a secondary meaning. The 

following table illustrates the fact of having two meanings in the same variety: 

The first meaning  ZKSA The second meaning 

The cock [dik] That (for feminine singular) 

The bus [kar] A mug 

a yard in the house [raba] Toilet 

The good deed [ir] Salutation 

The pocket  [ib] Bring 

Send away [Ʌg] To drive  

He was born [lag] Happend 

Not cooked [nija] Naive  

Blue [zreg] He throws 

Table2.4: Polysemy in ZKSA  

We notice that in addition to the forms which have two meaningsin ZKSA, there are 

other forms  can have more than two meanings as the case of [ar], it is used to mean „house‟, 

„wife of someone‟ , „turn around‟, and „harmful‟ in ZKSA . People of that speech community 

can understand each other from the context since there are more than two meanings for one 

form. 

2.9 Lexical Variation between ZK Ksour 

The distance between the villages of Zaouit Kounta resulted in the differences between the 

speech of one area and another. When someone moves from one ksar to another Zaouit 

Kontadistrict, he recognizes the dissimilarities in the speech of each ksar, the accent is 

different, this is observed easily by people of the whole region (district), for example when a 

speaker from Tillouline, [tilluli:n] speaks with a person from Azwa,[awa], they recognize 

each other‟s geographical origin from the pronunciation , and even the choice of words, they 

sometimes mock each other‟s speech. These variations can be found at all levels of language 

among which are the differences that happen at the level of the lexicon, the latter can be 

tackledin all parts of speech: nouns, verbs, and adjectives. We have selected three ksour from 

ZaouitKounta district, and based the study on the following zones: Tillouline, Inzegmir, and 

ZaouitKounta 
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2.9.1 Lexical Variation in Verbs 

We found that the use of verbs in the three zones is not the same; it differs from one 

place to another as it is demonstrated in the appendices for example the speakers of Zaouit 

Kounta the centre say [a] for „to fill in‟ whereas speakers of Tillouline and Anzegmir say 

[xa], and the verb [ana] „to wait‟ is used by Tillouline speakers only, but disappeared from 

the speech of Inzegmir and ZaouitKounta people as they informed us. The verb [raan]„to 

wet‟ is used in TSA. while people of Zaouit Kounta use the verb[ballal]. In the preparation of 

couscous; Tillouline people say [nranu laj], „we wet the couscous‟, whereas Zaouit Kounta 

people say [naslu&nbalu laj], and they say [nawdu], „to wet again the couscous‟ whereas 

Tillouline speakers say [nallu]for „to wet again couscous‟. People of Tillouline use the 

indicator [wala] for the negative form ; while Inzegmir and Zaouit kounta people say [walu] 

for negation, besides that, people of Zaouit Kounta use the term [walawala] to mean „it is not 

good, it is not in this way‟ . 

1.9.2 Lexical Variation in Adjectives 

We find that there are differences in the speech of the three zones (Tillouline, 

Inzegmir, and Zaouit Kounta the centre) in describing someone or something, for example the 

adjective [ldid] for „delicious food‟ is used by Tillouline speakers only, whereas Inzegmir and 

Zaouit Kounta speakers say [bnin] for „a delicious food‟ And when the speakers of Zaouit  

Kounta want to say that „this person is calm‟, they say [had bnadm a:qel], while people of 

Tillouline and Inzegmir say [had bnadem aqar rai], moreover, we notice that people of 

Zaouit Kounta use the term [aga] to mean „ it is preferable to do…‟ or „it is better to do…‟. 

1.9.3 Lexical Variation in Nouns 

People of the three zones Tillouline, Inzegmir, and Zaouit Kounta have some 

differences in naming things; they name some tools, instruments, and some things with 

distinctive terms.  For example Tillouline and Inzegmir people call the big pot which is used 

in cooking large amount of food [aka]; whereas Zaouit Kounta people call it [lbarba:r] , but, 

the word [aka] for them is used to mean „the truck, lorry‟. Tillouline and Inzegmir people 

call a kind of bread which is traditional food [merddaf] or [merduf]; whereas, Zaouit Kounta 

people call it [lmbaan]. In addition to that Zaouit Kounta speakers call the tool which is 
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used to clean [sarraa] while Tillouline people call it [lmassaa]. Thus, we have noticed that 

people of the different ksour use different expressions in order to express the same meaning 

for instance when they are surprised; Tillouline people say[abuhnija] or [abuh], while, 

people of Zaouit Kounta say [si:rabuk]. Inzegmir and Tillouline speakers use the expression 

[xirlik] instead. Furthermore, Zaouit Kounta people in greeting use the expression 

[bxirgbalagbala], whereas Tillouline people in greetings use the following expression 

[labasbxi:r], but, both of them use the expression [gbalagbala] to mean „a lot ‟.   

We notice other differences between these three other ksour of Zaouit Kounta(Bouali, 

Azwa, and Zaglou) are presented in the table below:  

MSA Bouali Azwa Zaglou Meaning in English  

[tafal] [twasi],[taddl] [ddir],[taddal] [dir] You do  

[jaram 

alwalidi:n] 

[awwalidin] [ammaldin] [jarammalidin] Praisefor the parents 

[qidrkabi:r] [aka] [lbarbar] [lbarbar] The big pot 

[man] [akun] [ku:n] [akun] Who 

[ahaba] [ga] [ga] [hawwad] He went down 

[urfa] [lali] [leli] [lmanzeh] The room up stairs  

2.5:Lexical Variation between Bouali, Azwa, and Zaglou 

2.10 Spatial lexical variation in ZKSA 

We notice that even between two neighboring ksour, there are lexical differences in 

their speech as the case of Tillouline and Tittawine, and Inzegmir and Tidmajen where the 

distance between them is only about 3km;this is shown inthe following two tables: 
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Tillouline Tittawine Meaning in English  

[hawwad] [addalla] hewent down  

[lijjaa] [lamja] The needle 

[zenzna] [lgdira] A small pot for keeping broth 

[ssagja] [lmarga The broth which is served with couscous 

[lebbaa] [nulijja] A container made up of plastic 

[lmarmia] [lgamila] The pot with two handles  

[rrafa] [afija] A stone used for making bread 

[lmraddaf] [lmbaan] A traditional kind of bread  

[lmarag] [lgara] Lot 

[butrazza] [iir] A kind of couscous made of barley 

[ttanna] [tanija] The second 

[sgifa] [aba] the corridor 

[laai] [absizzawja] The big plate 

[lbasan] [lbasima] The washing dish 

[aa] [lqarfija] A small plate 

[an] [arf] A plate 

[laje] [anud] A collection of herbs used as a medicament  

[arat llaf] [lmara] A stone used to crush animal food 

[al] [ar] The scarf 

[tarktnnaa] [lmria] The newly born goat or sheep, small sheep 

or goat 

Table2.6: Spatial Variation in ZKSA between Tillouline and Tittawine 

The following two ksourTidmayenand Anzegmir are near to each other, but there are 

differences in the speech of their people.The table below shows the data: 
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Tidmayen Inzegmir Meaning in English  

[lammal],[dallal] [ssawwaq] The shop keeper 

[tabut] [lfaliza] The suitcase  

[lmala] [aija] The basket  

[ssadarijja] [lasira] The carpet 

[lmharras] [ini] A tool made up with brass used for crushing things 

Table2.7:Spatial Variation in ZKSA between Anzegmir and Tidmayen 

In order to collect data about the regions (ksour) mentioned above, we asked our 

informants to name some items and things. The number of participants is reported in the 

following table: 

Ksours Bouali Tittawine Tidmayen Anzegmir Azwa Zaglou Total 

Number of 

informants 

02 06 04 06 02 02 22 

 

2.11 CA and MSA Lexicons in ZKSA 

The influence of CA and MSA in the speech of Zaouit Kounta is noticeable in many words 

and expressions, some vocabularies are used in ZKSA, we do not find them in MSA i.e. they 

disappeared from MSA. They existed in Classical Arabic, and now these vocabularies have 

become Touat words and are considered as not belonging to MSA, because people think that 

these words are wrong and non standard(Djaafri, A. 2013:38). These indicate that Touat 

dialect -in general and ZKSA in particular -is nearer to the standard varieties of Arabic such 

as CA and MSA than other regional varieties. The table below shows the existence ofCA/ 

MSA vocabularies in ZKSA. 
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CA/ MSA English  ZKSA English 
[nahara] To scold  [nhar] He shouted in a loud voice  

[nnair] Scream  [nnara] To ask for help from people 

[almusa] It has been derived from the 

verb[wasa] i.e. to shave which is a 

metal tool used to shave  

[lmu] The knife 

[almaarra] The sin 

 
[lmaarra] The mistake 

[alqada] a dish [lgda] A plate used for eating  

[qasi] Rigid and solidEx a solid sword  [qaa] Solid 

[fajaa] He is proud of himself. [tfaja] He boasted without having 

anything 

[alfada] Curvature and turn in the bones of 

hand and leg. 
[lfdi] Curvature of the bones in 

the hand or leg 

[fara] He cuts something 

 

[fra] He repaired what was not 

settled   

[alaram] Lot of wheat, extended to mean  

lots of soldiers in the army 
[arram] A lot of  

[alara] Atallwoodentoolputon the house 

to make the ceiling and then 

pieces of wood are put over it  

[lara] A wooden, or metal and 

cement used in the middle 

of the house as a support 

[alaa] It is dust that the wind movesfrom 

one place to another. 
[la] Dust 

[zawwaqa] He speaks in a good manner using 

nice expressions  

[zawwaq] He decorated 

[arrala] The female of the sheep [rala] Female of sheep 

[barraqa] He referred to something that is 

not true   

[barraq] He denied  

[azzqqaj] The shouting of the cock [zaggaj] The person who shouts  

[almuzn] The cloud   [lamzan] The cloud  

[araa] Swallowed [ra] Swallow 

[aara] He produces a deep breathing [aar] He breathes and produces 

high sound 

[aarmas] A dark night  [marma] A dark night 

Table2.8:CA Vocabularies in ZKSA 

We notice that most of CA lexicons have kept their meanings in ZKSA, whereas other 

CA words changed to another approximate meaning is used in ZKSA. 
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2.12 Lexical Variation in ZKSA between Old and New Generation 

Old people Young people Meaning in English  

[laffa], [lbuwil] [ssarwal] Trousers 

[rraba], [lkanif] [lfisi],[walit] Toilet 

[alikan],[ibu] [lbidun] Jug 

[lawli] [lizar] A long piece of cloth wrapped around the body 

worn by women, similar to the sari to some extent. 

[lgark] [najal] Shoes  

[aowwa] [abi] A big plate  

[lbubu] [triku] The shirt 

[lmanzeh] [lali] The room which is up stairs 

[taarbit] [lgaa] A plate made of wood 

[lfarada] [lkufirta] The cover  

[lmiar] [lmazen] The store room 

[lkar] [as] Mug 

Table2.9: Old and Young Speakers of ZKSA 

The informants we depended on were students in university and secondary school. We 

gave them a list of words from our choice to give their meanings, and asked them to add 

words that they think are related to their generation, and are different from what old people 

use, and they ask their elders for additional words.We notice that old people use some 

vocabularies which are not used by young people; these vocabularies are disappearing from 

ZKSA. The following table reports the number of informants: 

 Tillouline Tittawine Inzegmir Zaouit konta Total  

Male 04 03 03 04 14 

Female 06 03 03 06 18 

Total  10 06 06 10 32 
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2.13 Lexical Borrowings in ZKSA 

Zaouit Kounta Spoken Arabic is full of lexical borrowings from different varieties. 

Since Zaouit Kounta is situated in the middle of Touat, many tribes from different parts of 

Africa settled in the land, others came as traders to buy the local products like dates, henna. In 

addition to that Touat as any part of Algeria was influenced by the French colonization; the 

French troops arrived to Touat in1920.  The existence of French Troops in Reggane resulted 

in lots of French and expressions in the speech of Touat people. As a result, Touat dialect has 

received several borrowings from variable languages such as French, Zenete, Spanish and 

some African varieties. 

2.13.1 Zenete Borrowings in ZKSA 

The influence of Zenete variety is well observed in some particular fields such as 

agriculture, home and cocking terminology. In the following table we listed some 

vocabularies from the target variety: 

Zenete 

borrowings 

MSA Meaning in English  

[afkar] [qafl] A traditional lock of the door 

[lair] [mahd] A cover made up of iron used to protect babies in 

their early months of birth. 

[lrara] [awija] A container which carries things on the back of the 

donkey  

[amaqqus] [duan kaif] It is a deep smoke 

[aqarbi] [madrasaqura:nija] Quoranic  school 

[afagra] [a:bbun] the single man   

[trajak] [afa:l] Children 

[timmagzen] [lubatunqadima] A traditional game  

[tissufra] No equivalent It is the container of water made up of leather to 

keep water cold 

[azgan] [miqja:s ] A kind of measurement  

[tabsut] [ura] A grain with a long stem 

[asaklu] [saqi:fa] A small yard in front of the house  

[aqasri] [anijatunkabiratun] It is a big palate used in making  couscous 

[tbarki:] [unulkuskus] The making of couscous 

Table2.10:Zenete Borrowings in ZKSA 
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2.12.2 French Borrowings in ZKSA 

Since Algeria had been colonized by France for 132years which is a long period, 

French language influenced the Algerian language a lot, we find that also ZKSA has some 

French borrowings; the following table shows some of these loans in that variety: 

 

ZKSA French meaning English meaning 

[deaj] Detail Detail 

[lapst] La poste The post office 

[llikun] L‟école The school 

[lakr] La cour The yard 

[lbiru] Le bureau  The office  

[lkarni] Le carnet The copy book 

[stilu] Le stylo The pen  

[lkabbanija] La compagnie The company 

[lkustim] Costume The suit  

[triku] Le tricot The coat  

[rubba] La robe The dress 

[lfunara] Le foulard The scarf  

[apu] Le chapeau The hat 

Table2.11: French Borrowings in ZKSA 

2.13.3 Borrowings from other languages 

2.13.3.1 Borrowings from Spanish  

Touat dialect has been influenced by Spanish vocabularies as all Algerian varieties. 

The influence happened due to the linguistic contact that happened in the past with Spain in 

the north of Algeria during the periods of wars and colonization at that time 

.(Djaafri.A.2013:591). Touat dialect in general and ZKSA in particular had adapted some 

Spanish lexicons from Algerian people from the north; these borrowings have become Touat 

vocabularies. The following table contains some of Spanish loans in ZKSA: 

MSA ZKSA Spanish English 

[ba:ira] [babur] Babor Ship  

[bajt plastiki] [barraka] Barraca The green home 

[maka:n] [blaa] Plaza The place 

[naqdispa:ni] [oro] Duro Spanish money  

[usbu] [smna] Semana A week 

[urfa] [sala] Sala A room 

[ia:] [abba] Zapato A shoe 

Table2.12: Spanish Borrowings in ZKSA 
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2.13.3.2 Persian Borrowings in ZKSA 

ZKSA MSA Meaning in English 

[ba:] [qabl] Before 

[ai:n] [miqla:t] Frying pot  

[aqa] [na:fia] Window 

[asa] [wia:] Vessel 

Table2.13: Persian Borrowings inZKSA 

2.13.3.3 Turkish borrowings 

 Since Algeria was under the rule of Othomane at a given period, and there were 

economic, and cultural exchange, these factors lead to a linguistic contact between two 

language varieties Arabic and Turkish. It resulted in some borrowings in Algerian Arabic 

from Turkish. These lexicons have become from the Algerian linguistic repertoire. The 

following table tackles some aspects.  

 

ZKSA MSA Meaning in English  

[tqa:ir] [awa:rib] Socks 

[awa] [miqla:t] A frying pot 

[qui] No equivalent A container made up of steel  

[lamba] [miba:] The lamp  

[al] [ima:r] The scarf 

Table2.14: Turkish Borrowings in ZKSA 

 

2.14 The Names of Zaouit Kounta District ksour 

Zaouit Kounta belongs to the region of Touat el Wosta (Middle Touat); it is divided into 

many ksour where it is noticeable that some are named in Arabic whereas, there are some ksour 

named in non Arabic. The existence of Zenete in Touat resulted in the names of some ksour and 

places which indicate that they were in that region with Arabs. Zenete tribes were the first who 

came and settled in Touat, they built villages, planted palm trees, and made foggaras to bring 

water from under the ground. (Faradj Mahmoud Faradj 2007:45).The following chart shows the 

various names of ksours: 
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     Figure 1 : Arabic and Zenete Zaouit Kounta ksour 

             We notice that Zenete influences Zaouit Kounta spoken Arabic to the extent that 

58  of ZK ksour are named in Zenete , whereas 42  ksour are in Arabic, which proves 

that these ksour were inhabited by the Zenete in the past.  

2.15 Agricultural Register  

In the field of agriculture, there are many aspects related to the field, we shed light on 

them in separated entries Zaouit Kounta is one of the Adrar regions; it depends on its 

economy on agriculture as a fundamental factor in all villages of Zaouit Kounta district. 

People at this geographical area tend to use lexical forms different from standard Arabic, they 

are known by their traditional way of cultivating land, using primitive tools and equipments. 

They used to harvest different crops, dates, vegetables…etc. Foggaras are the only way for 

having water from the inside of the earth which is exclusive to Touat, it is man made with 

primitive tools. 

2.15.1 Foggara terminology 

 The origin and the system itself of foggara are debatable; who are the first people 

made and use this system of water irrigation which is traced to centuries; Arab and Zenete 

people setteled the area, so it no sure that only Arabs nor Zenete construction. The foggara‟s 

system is based on a group of wells related to each other by channels. There are Zenete and 

Arabic terminologies in naming places, tools for measuring water and even the names of 

foggaras (Bouhania B 2007:197). The total number of Zaouit kounta foggaras is 234, they are 

delivered according to the ksour in different numbers, and we notice that most names of 

foggaras in ZaouitKounta districts are in Arabic. There are 144 foggaras named in Arabic;  

the names or nicknames of their owners mainly, whereas there are only 90 foggaras named in 

Zenete (Djaafri A. part2 2013:310-319). 

Zenete

Arabic
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Figure 2 : Arabic and Zenete Foggara Names. 

We found that the foggaras are named either in Arabic or Zenete, the Arabic ones 

represent 62  from the total number of foggaras in Zaouit Kounta, however, only 38  which 

represent the Zenete names of Foggaras. 

The terminologies of foggara are also Arabic and Zenete, The following table shows 

the amountof Arabic and Zenete vocabularies in foggara: 

ZKSA The origin of 

name 

Meaning in English  

[faggara] Arabic  A collection of wells related to each other in an 

organized system. 

[ausru] Zenete A group of wells which are near to the surface of the 

ground. 

[anfad] Zenete It is the path which separates between two wells. 

[lasi]  It is the well.  

[ab] Arabic  It is called for a  group of wells  

[ssagija] Arabic  It is the ditch which carries water to majen 

[aqfa],[lallafa] Arabic  It is a tool used for measurement i.e. to measure water 

[lqaa] Arabic  It is the stone which is hewn out, it is found in 

lqasrijathat separates the stream of water into several 

parts. 

[lkajjal] Arabic  The person who does the measurement 

[lqira] Arabic  Measure unit  

[labba] Arabic  Measure unit 

[maen] Zenete Reservoir   

[aqadus] Zenete It is a stream of water which is built by cement to keep 

water flows to majen 

[amazzar] Zenete Is the flow of water from a high place 

[zzammam] Zenete The register which contains  the names of owner and 

the amount of water they possess  

[lkra:] Arabic  The foot of foggara . 

Arabic names

Zenete names
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Table2.15:Foggara Terminology in ZKSA 

In looking for foggara terminologies, we depended on interviews; in which we asked 

some questions in the localized dialect to old farmers who used to work in foggara in the past. 

Most of the time; they narrated for us their experiences and the way they get water for their 

land. 

2.15.2 Agricultural Instruments and Places  

The tools and instruments used in agriculture in ZK district are primitive and simple 

are mainly in Zenete and Arabic as reported in the following table: 

ZKSA The origin of the 

name 

The meaning in English  

[maen] Zenete A basin find in the garden to gather water  

[anfif] Zenete It is a stone has a hole in the reservoirfrom where the 

water goes out. 

[mama] Arabic  It is made of a collection of pieces of cloth used to 

prevent water outflow from the majen 

[amazzar] Zenete It is a high place from where water flows 

[abadu] Zenete It is the distance between two lots in the stream of water  

[tabut] Arabic The stream of water which starts from majen to the land 

or the lot. 

[lmarag] Arabic  It is the place in where seeds are sown, with rectangular 

form which  is called lot 

[tagammun] Zenete A synonym of lmatrag but it is smaller  

[lqasjan] Zenete The dried date which is without nucleus  

[labla] Arabic  The date before it fruits  

[lmasa] Arabic  A tool used to cultivate land 

[ra] French  A tool used to mend land  

[larara] Zenete A container of thing put on the back of the donkey  

[miel] Arabic  A metal wood tool used to cut grass and other plants  

[gar] Arabic  A column of many palm trees in one side  

[tiia] Zenete A land without plants  

[tgazza] Zenete A place from where clay is retrieved 

[aarif] Zenete A large salty territory below gardens which does not fit 

cultivating 

[lib] Arabic A cross path between each two gardens 

[taelim] Zenete A tool used for digging in the ground for instance to take 

out clay from inside   

[adel] Zenete It is a small garden near to the house  

[ladeb] Arabic  It is a place which is slightly higher than other parts 

around. 

Table 2.16: Agricultural Instruments and Places in ZKSA 
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2.15.3 Terminology of Dates 

We notice the influence of Zenete on ZKSA from the names given to the types of 

dates. We listed about 23 kinds, there are 14 names are in Zenete and only 7 kinds in Arabic: 

The Name of Date The Origin of the Name 

[imammed] Arabic  

[tillimsu] Zenete 

[tinaqur] Zenete 

[taqarbu] Zenete 

[tinnaar] Zenete 

[tazerzaj] Zenete 

[tgazza] Zenete 

[timmalqajed] Zenete 

[banluf] Zenete 

[agallu] Zenete 

[adakli] Zenete 

[lmasudija] Arabic  

[anfal] Zenete 

[lfarrana] Arabic  

[aaran] Zenete 

[lbal] Arabic  

[dagli] Arabic  

[medwammu] Arabic 

[tindaffu] Zenete 

[bbakel] Arabic  

[aammu] Zenete 

Table2.17:Zenete and Arabic Names of Dates. 

2.15.4 Vegetables and Crops in ZKSA 

Zaouit Kounta is famous for its fertile land, where people harvest many crops among 

which: tomato, wheat, barley, onion, beans, carrot…etc, and many others as shown in the 
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following table and at the same time we highlight some lexical and pronunciation differences 

between three different zones (Tillouline, Inzegmir, and Zaouit Kounta the centre in ZK 

district.  

MSA Tillouline Inzegmir ZaouitKounta English meaning  

[alazar] [zrudi], 

[lizzu] 

[zrudi] [zrudi] Carrot 

[aamaim] [maia] [tamai] [amai] Tomato 

[alful] [lful] [lful] [lful] A kind of beans 

[alqam] [zzra], 

[lgam] 

[zzra] [zzra] Wheat 

[aufan] [larn] [laran] [laral] A kind of crops used as a food 

for animals 

[assabani] [sslaq] [ssal] [ssalq] A green plant with large 

leaves which are used in 

cooking  

[alku:sa] [lkuri] [lkuri] [lkura] The gourd  

[quzbur] [lmabur] [lmabur] [lqabar] A green plant with good 

smelling used in soup 

[aurra] [lkbel] [lkba:l] [lkba:l] Corn 

[alalbana] [dami] [dami] [dami] A kind of beans 

[albai] [lbati] [lbati] [lbati] Melon 

[aamandar] [lbiraf] [lbiraf] [lbiraf] Beet 

[tadalla] [talla] [tadalla] [tadella] A kind of small green beans. 

[aura] [lbana] [lbana] [lbana] Sorghum 

Table 2.18:Lexical Variation in Vegetables and Crops in ZKSA. 
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2.15.5 Some Herbs and Grass Terminology 
Tillouline Inzegmir ZaouitKounta Meaning in English  

[nam] [nam] [nam] A kind of grass with long stem  

[mawara] [mawara] [malbina] A kind of grass with small leaves. 

[lbasba:s] [lbasba:s] [lbasba:s] A herb used as a medicament and a 

spice in food 

[tuga] [tuga] [tuga] A kind of grass 

[tabsut] [tafsut] [tafsut] A kind small grains with long stem 

[arrada] [labbiz] [labbi:za] A kind of herb with wide leafs 

[abbiznnmal] [abbiznemal

] 

[franemal] A kind of grass with a very small and 

lots of leafs 

[kammunalfaa] [kammun] [lgarfa] A kind of herbs used as a a medicament 

to treat stomachs sickness.  

[ambu] [ambu] [laa] A grass usually grows next to water 

(majen and sagiya) 

[larram] [larram] [larrim] A kind of grass 

[tajul] [lamara [talilu] A kind of grass with long green leaf, it 

looks like wheat plant. 

[azzlmaen] [lazz] [lizzu] Carrot 

[bunafe],[labba

suda] 

[bunafe] [anu] A black seed used as a medicament. 

[ammir] [sammir] [ba] a yellow plant with long thin leaf, it a 

food for animals. 

Table2.19: Lexical Variation in Grass and Herbs between Tillouline, Inzegmir, and 

ZaouitKounta 

2.16 Conclusion  

 We can conclude that Zaouit Kounta district is like any region in Touat, the speech 

of its people is a mixture of several varieties, though, it is considered as an Arabic variety. 

People of that speech community insist that they speak only Arabic and all vocabularies in 

their speech are of Arabic origin, but, during our research, we have found many vocabularies 

belong to Touat repertoire are neither from MSA nor CA. Most of these vocabularies are 

French or Zenete. Zenete borrowings exist more in the agricultural register and home things. 

MSA in Zaouit Kounta speech community functions as the high variety which is used in 

mosque, school, lectures in university, news and some radio programs in Adrar Radio, 

whereas, ZKSA functions as the low variety which is used in daily conversations in home, 

street, and all public places i.e. in informal settings. 
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General conclusion 

In the present research, we shed light on the diversity of varieties in ZK speech 

community, and because the lexical variation has a great impact on language and importance 

in sociolinguistics, we aimed at formulating a study on that sociolinguistic phenomenon and 

the aspects related to it. The lexical variation which most of our research is based on is the 

variation that exists between MSA and ZKSA. The former represents the high variety, and the 

latter represents the low variety of ZK considered as a diglossic speech community.  

The dissertation includes the theoretical part which tackles the clarification and 

definition for the different sociolinguistic aspects and language varieties that are related to 

lexical variation. We defined the phenomenon, and then we shed light on lexical variation at 

different levels. And in the practical part, this chapter describes the lexical variation in ZK 

speech community; we find that people of different ksour of Zaouit Kounta district speak 

differently especially naming, and describing a person or any things. 

 We also found that some MSA vocabularies are different from ZKSA vocabularies 

in,the form,the use, and the meaning. In addition to that we notice that ZK people use in their 

speech some vocabularies from CA, which means that their dialect contains vocabularies 

from Classical Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic, though we have found some borrowings 

from French, Zenete, and other varieties.  

All what attracted our attention in addition to Arabic vocabularies is the existence of 

Zenete terminology in the agricultural register, home requirementsand also in the names of 

ksour (villages) in ZKSA. In addition to these two varieties French vocabularies are also used 

in the speech of ZaouitKounta. Despite the short distance between Zaouit Kounta ksour, we 

find many differences at the lexical level for example, we notice variation in the speech of 

Tillouline people themselves; those who live in Tillouline Mrabetine speak differently from 

those who live in Tillouline Chorfa in the matter of selecting words, though both areas are 

part of only one ksar (Tillouline); there are other examples of the same case where two 

neighboring areas vary in their speech. 

We have noticed that there is variation at other levels in ZKSA such as the 

phonological levelin which the speakers of different villages are recognized by the way they 

pronounce words, and intonation in their speech. There is also the syntactic variation in 

ZKSA between its ksour; where some grammar features and the construction of sentences are 

useddifferently.These can be cases of studies for further researches in ZKSA. 
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Appendices 
Lexical Variation in Verbs in ZKSA 
MSA ZKSA Tillouline Inzegmir Zaouit Kounta 

[baaa]          

to send 

[bat]       

[rsal]       

[sifa]       

[alasa]            

to sit down 

[gad]       

[rija]       

[mma]       

[tgannan]       

[istalqa]        

he lies down 

[tmaddad]       

[nmadd]       

[tsaa]       

[tsannad]       

[afa]             

to hide 

[darrag]       

[labbad]       

[ra]       

[dass]       

[abba]       

[asala]            

to clean 

[sal]       

[allal]       

[amam]       

[baaa]          

to search, to 

look for 

[awwa]       

[awwa]       

[awwar]       

[nebba]       

[intaara]      

to wait 

[ana]       

[stanna]       

[araa]                               

to shout 

[ajja]       

[agga]       

[brbr]       

[harr]       

[naara]            

to see 

[ammar]       

[raa]       
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[f]       

[al]       

[iseiqaa]     

to wake up 

[na]       

[wa]       

[faq]       

[rafaa]            

to take 

[hazz]       

[gamma]       

[qammal]       

[rfa]       

[rfad]       

[alla]       

[kallama]          

to call 

[kallam]       

[agga]       

[ajja]       

[daraba]          

to beat 

[rab]       

[ba]       

[malla]       

[rama]            

to throw  

[aja]       

[zreg]       

[gs]       

[qas]       

[aala]         

to light 

[aal]       

[ka]       

[ft]       

[hadaa]       to 

quiet, to calm 

down 

[hda]       

[ra]       

[hna]       

[rajja]       

[zaafa]        

to crawl       

[kaz]       

[lazz]       

[zaf]       

[taawwaqa]    

to taste 

[ag]       

[ra]       

[arrab]       
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[itawa] [a]       

To contain and 

to include 

[a]       

[daal]       

[aqdiru][ast

ai]                

I can 

[ngad]       

[nig]       

[nnaam]       

[naqdar]       

[ada]          to 

return 

[walla]       

[ra]       

[asraa]     to 

speed 

[sajjar]       

[qfaz]       

[sra]       

[afaa]        

to put out 

 

[fa]       

[lag]       

[ktal]       

[ara]            

to run 

[arrak]       

[ra]       

[darbaz]       

[dafaa]        

to move  

[da]       

[dfa]       

[taaara]     

to be late   

[ba]       

[trual]       

[twaar]       

[ahaba]          

to go 

[ma]       

[ra]       

[ara]             

to fly 

[ar]       

[ferfer]       

[qafaza]        

to jump 

[tarrak]       

[tarraz]       

[naggaz]       

[jakfi]   to 

enough 

[jkfa]       

[jazza]       

[jgad]       
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Lexical Variation in Adjectives in ZKSA 

MSA ZKSA Tillouline  Anzegmir Zaouit Kounta 

[amil]  

beautiful 

[zin]       

[rijaf]       

[abab]       

[adeg]       

[kair]             

lot of 

[jaser]       

[geddakka]       

[larram]       

[qalil]                  

few 

[wi]       

[far]       

[hadi]            

calm 

[rai]       

[aqar]       

[rateb],[tabet]       

[mhanni]      

[aqal]       

[ara:r]        

talkative 

[mqazqaz]       

[mwazwaz]       

[mtartar]       

[munaam]     

an organized  

[menam]       

[msattaf]       

[mrattab]       

[mqaddam]       

[mrigal]       

[msawi]       

[msagam]       

[abijun]   

stupid            

[im]       

[manna]       

[msakkar]       

[mballa]       

[mubaarun] 

Disordered 

[mzarba]       

[marba]       

[mgallab]       

[mfartag]       

[mqarba]       
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[muttasiun]    

dirty     

[mussa]       

[mwassa]       

[mzabbal]       

[mafun]       

[mumazzaq] 

Teared 

[marrag]       

[marag]       

[mgaa]       

[marma]       

[hazli:]         

funny 

[tit]       

[basel]       

[maget]       

[ama]       

[aib]       

angry 

[za:af]       

[maddad]       

[lai]       

delicious 

[bnin]       

[ldid]       

 

Lexical Variation in Nouns in ZKSA  

MSA ZKSA Tillouline Anzegmir Zaouit Konta 

[alarara]     temperature [sana]       

[lamman]       

[ahd]       

[dunn]            jug [albidun]       

[alikan]       

[ib]       

[qarura]            bottle  

 

[qalla]       

[qara]       

     [alanafija]   faucet      [sabala]       

[roboni]       

[ia]              cover [kufirta]       
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[farada]       

[awra]       

[faraa]       

[ra]       

[gna]       

[afal]                       

children 

[ajjal]       

[trajek]       

[b]       

[lwlad]       

[bint]                              girl [bant]       

[azba]       

[walad]              boy [wald]       

[afagra]       

[walima]         banquet [lhazz]       

[lwalima]       

[lhul]       

[salka]       

[anija]       

No equivalent 

Aa kind of clay which is red 

[wi]       

[lammira]       

[urfa]         room [ambra]       

[ala]       

[qus]       

[lmassrija]       

[bab]              door [bab]       

[mnar]       

[fammar]       
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[a]              person [raqba]       

[tarras]       

[bnadem]       

[nafs]       

[asawir]      bracelets, 

armlets 

[dbale]       

[anqjat]       

[lamsajas]       

[alatam]        ring  [lmabas]       

[latem]       

[alqilada]       necklace [lglada]       

[salsla]       

[lamanga]       

[alqir]          earring [lara]       

[lmnag]       

[alfustan]           large veiled 

dress 

[labaja]       

[rubba]       

[lbadija]       

[alqami]       shirt [ttrikku]       

[lbubu]       

[assirwal]    trousers  [sarwal]       

[lbuwil]       

[alimar]     scarf [limar]       

[lmarma]       

[ilal]       

[lfunara]       

[lfurana]       

[ulbatu ssukkar]       [sakkarija]       
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[sekkurija]       

[rbiija]       

[allaba]        dress [allaba]       

[qamia]       

[iaba]       

[allabija]       

[amama]    gauze that man 

put on his head 

[a]       

[lfafa]       

[mama]       

[alum]                  mother [mmi]       

[mma]       

[lalla]       

[alab]        father  [buja]       

[bba]       

[baba]       

[aladda]    grand mother [maanna]       

[anna]       

[annti]       

[aladd]          grand father [banini]       

[nini]       

[kull] 

all  

[ga]       

[kamel]       

[gba:la]       

[kul]       

[qaratu ma] [gara]       

[rafa]       

[ama]       
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[urfatulaa:] store room [lali]       

[lmanzeh]       

[lmazen]       

[larfa]       

[tfa:la]       

[qidar kabi:r] a big cocking 

pot 

[aka]       

[lbarbara]       

[ain aari] a solid stone 

used for preparing bread  

[rafa]       

[afja]       

[kuskus i:r] 

Couscous made up of barley  

[butrezza]       

[i i:r]       

[kasratu air] a traditional 

kind of bread made of  barley      

[tungal]       

[ksartir]       

[ubz] a traditional kind of 

bread 

[lmarddaf]       

[lmbaan]       

[i:b]         pocket [qabb]       

[ib]       

[lquffa]              a container [lgaffa]       

[arrabija]       

[tasgat]       

[ukla abija]  a traditional 

food made of a crashed 

wheat and cocked  

[aram]       

[farfa]       

[dia]       

 


